From Nature With Love is a wholesale brand of Natural Sourcing, LLC. Through FNWL, we proudly offer an inspiring range of premium quality organic, natural and essential personal care ingredients used in skin care, hair care, aromatherapy, massage, spa, herbalism and soap making applications. We also offer packaging, natural bath accessories, equipment and instructional books.

Our products are offered in a wide variety of wholesale quantities and sizes to allow you to purchase as much or as little as you need. Purchasing larger quantities leads to greater wholesale discounts.

Through our site and Natural Beauty Workshop blog, we offer a vast array of recipes and resources for use as inspiration to both experienced professional manufacturers and to new artisans with emerging businesses.

THE FROM NATURE WITH LOVE BRAND FEATURES THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:

- Vegetable Oils
- Vegetable Butters
- Fragrance Oils
- Essential Oils
- CO2 Extracts
- Hydrosols
- Herbs & Extracts
- Cosmetic Clays
- Salts
- Exfoliants
- Pearlescent Micas
- Color Additives
- Waxes & Emulsifiers
- Preservatives
- Melt & Pour Soap
- Specialty Ingredients
- Bath Accessories
- Packaging
- Equipment
- Books

Located in picturesque Oxford, CT, Natural Sourcing, LLC and its From Nature With Love trademarked brand is owned and operated by founders Kibby Mitra, CEO, and Jay Basu, COO. For more information, please visit www.fromnaturewithlove.com.

We do not perform testing on animals nor do we ever purchase natural ingredients from companies that test on animals.
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